Your doctor will help you decide if PE or CPT is right for you.

Prolonged Exposure (PE)

After the trauma, you stopped doing things that reminded you of what happened. Over time, you avoided more and more triggers. PE helps you face those triggers to reduce the power they have over you. In other words, this program helps you face your fears in a safe environment.

PE is delivered in a one-on-one setting. It has two main parts:
- Facing the triggers you have been avoiding in your day to day life
- Talking through the memory of your trauma

Find out more at http://go.usa.gov/EcqP

Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT)

Trauma changes how you think about yourself, others and the world. CPT helps you identify and question thoughts related to your trauma. It focuses particular attention on thoughts related to trust, safety, self-esteem, power, control and intimacy.

CPT can be delivered in one-on-one or group sessions. It has two main parts:
- Becoming aware of thoughts related to your trauma that keep you stuck
- Learning new skills to question and change those thoughts

Find out more at http://go.usa.gov/Ec3C

We are here to help!

No matter who you are, help is available. PE and CPT have been shown to help a wide range of Veterans, including:
- Men and women
- All service eras
- All types of trauma. This includes combat, childhood trauma, sexual assault and more.

Getting better is hard work, but you are a Veteran. You are used to working hard.

Find out more about these programs:
- Ask your doctor (bring this pamphlet with you to your next appointment)
- If you don’t already have a doctor, find one at: http://go.usa.gov/E3ud

PTSD doesn’t have to control your life.

What they say about war and other traumatic experiences is true: it changes you. But it doesn’t have to keep you from living your life.

There are effective programs for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). The programs are:
- Prolonged Exposure (PE)
- Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT)

They are available at your local VA. Thousands of VA providers have been specially trained to deliver these proven techniques.

PE and CPT can’t erase the memory of your trauma, but they can help you do the things you love again. Studies show the programs help Veterans:
- Have less anxiety
- Be less irritable and angry
- Have better relationships with friends and family

www.ptsd.va.gov
Q: I’ve already tried treatment for PTSD. How is this different?

A: These programs target the core symptoms of PTSD. They teach you to manage your symptoms, but they also help you get to the root of the problem. As a result, they reduce anxiety and anger better than other treatments. This is true even for Veterans who have already completed other PTSD treatments. They continue to improve!

Q: These programs sound hard. Will I be able to do it?

A: As you know, PTSD is tough. It needs a tough program to knock it out! You will have a caring therapist to guide you through the program. You will always be in control and have the final decision-making power. It may be hard at first, yet most Veterans find it is worth it to get back to living their lives.

For every 100 Veterans who start prolonged exposure (PE):

- 70 will have a noticeable improvement in PTSD symptoms
- 30 will not have a noticeable improvement in PTSD symptoms

For every 100 Veterans who start cognitive processing therapy (CPT):

- 67 will have a noticeable improvement in PTSD symptoms
- 33 will not have a noticeable improvement in PTSD symptoms

More than 50 scientific studies have shown that PE and CPT work!


Hear more testimonials at ptsd.va.gov/aboutface

Hear more from Laurent at http://go.usa.gov/ExDB

“I made sure that I gave it 110%, as I did everything else in the Corps. That’s how I was able to face prolonged exposure, face the conversations I didn’t want to have. I didn’t accept defeat as an option – I don’t accept defeat as an option. I’m happy. I feel alive.”

– John Angell, Jr., US Marine Corps Veteran, completed PE

“I sleep very well now. I’d spend all night pacing my room smoking cigarettes. Now, I have better things to do – like working on my degree, spending time with my sister and my family, or running, going to the dog park with my puppy or hanging out with my girlfriend. Things are so different now.”

– Laurent G. Taillefer II, US Army Veteran, completed CPT

Hear more from John at http://go.usa.gov/ExWH

Hear more from Laurent at http://go.usa.gov/ExDB